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GUEST EDITORIAL
CLIVE BROWN
More than a decade ago, in a review of periodinstrument recordings of Beethoven symphonies, I
commented that the public was in danger of being
offered attractively packaged but unripe fruit. The
rush to record late eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury repertoire with period instruments was driven
largely by commercial considerations, with mutual
benefit to the musicians involved and the recording
companies. The publicity that surrounded these
recordings frequently stressed the 'authenticity' of the
undertaking; I recall during the 1980s seeing one
recording displayed in the window of Blackwell's
Music Shop in Oxford with the extravagant and
nonsensical claim that it was 'Mozart as he would
have heard it'. Two decades of lively debate about the
nature, and legitimate aims of what is now generally
called 'Historically Informed Performance' (HIP) has
made us all more aware of the naivety of claims that
were commonplace at that time. But the greater
sophistication of our language may mask a distinction
without a difference; it is highly questionable
whether, for the majority of those who are involved in
the field, there is a significant difference between HIP
and what was once called Authentic Performance.
There is still, in most instances, a gaping chasm
between the practice of those professional and
amateur musicians who play on period instruments or
sing in a so-called period style, and the state of our
knowledge about historical practices. Professional
musicians, who are inevitably concerned with earning
a good living, have to make compromises; they will
usually need to perform a broad range of repertoires,
and have limited time for study and practice, so that
modifications of style and technique must be kept
within bounds; if involved in recording (which is
nowadays a sine qua non for those who want to make
progress within the profession) they must take
account of commercial exigencies, which impose
quite restrictive norms. A recording has to sell to
cover its costs and must not seem too alien to the
average music lover; the end product will, therefore,
be in a style and sound that is different in some
respects from a conventional modern performance,
but remarkably similar in others. The distinctive
sound of period instruments and the use of little or no
vibrato (except in the case of many singers), which is

now common in period performance of many
repertoires, and perhaps an unusual choice of tempo
or some added ornamentation (now accepted in
much baroque music, but not in many other
repertoires where it is known to have been used) serve
to set these recordings apart from conventional
performances without challenging the listener too
much. Other documented aspects of historical
practice are much more rarely encountered: these
might include unconventional vibrato effects,
portamento (in all its various manifestations from the
late eighteenth to the early twentieth century), a free
approach to notated rhythms, dislocation of melody
and bass or, in nineteenth-century keyboard music for
instance, unwritten arpeggiation of chords. Since
recordings provide the most accessible models for
amateur and semi-professional musicians to develop a
'period' style, these inevitably follow a few steps
behind the commercial orthodoxy. Somewhere in the
background to all this there is a loose connection with
scholarly work on performing practice; but the socalled historically informed performances that result,
after the findings of scholars have been picked over
and adapted for commercial consumption, will bear
little relation to what may have been imagined by a
scholar, who must of necessity be unconcerned with
reconciling uncomfortable findings with current
musical taste.
In case everything I have written so far seems
negative and dismissive of the efforts of practising
musicians who are involved in period performance, I
must say right away that I firmly believe that, at its
best, the HIP movement has conferred real benefits
on contemporary music making. It may not have
resulted in performances that genuinely recapture
more than a hint of former manifestations of
musicality, or really penetrated deeply into the ways
in which notation may have conveyed quite different
messages to the musicians for whom it was intended,
but it has certainly provided a powerful stimulus to
make modern musicians reflect on the manner in
which they perceive their musical heritage. Along the
way it has produced many refreshingly different and
exciting performances of repertoire that was in danger
of becoming stale through familiarity. The impact on
younger musicians who do not specialize in period
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performance has also been considerable, and has
encouraged a much more questioning attitude
towards received 'tradition'. The National Youth
Orchestra's preparation for their recent concerts at the
Snape Makings and the Proms, in which they played
Smetana's Ma Vlast and Mahler's First Symphony, is a
fine example of what can be achieved. A week before
the concert I spent an evening talking to them about
the ways in which current orchestral performing
practices differ from those of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century and was greatly impressed by
their lively interest and intelligent response to the
issues I raised. A few days later their conductor for the
concert, Sir Roger Norrington, talked to them further
about the avoidance of vibrato in orchestral playing at
that time. In their concerts the orchestra put some of
these ideas into practice, as instructed by the
conductor, with a degree of commitment and
discipline that I have rarely encountered in
professional orchestras. The first-rate performance
that resulted was still, of course, a compromise
between modern musicianship and the application of
selected aspects of historical performing practices, but
it was, nevertheless, undoubtedly a stimulating and
valuable experience for the players and the audience.
It is perhaps an encouraging sign that no claims about
'authenticity' or HIP were made in the programme of
the concert; the performance stood on its own merits
and succeeded splendidly.
But the question remains: is there also a role
for historically informed performances in which risks
that would be unthinkable in a commercial context
are taken? I would answer this strongly in the
affirmative and argue that the proper place for such

experiments is in universities, or music colleges with a
research department, where, properly thought out,
documented and disseminated, they could provide
model examples of practice-based research. They
would be an ideal way of making scholarly findings
about performing practice widely accessible to the
musical community and beyond, stimulating debate
and further experiment. There are, however,
considerable practical difficulties. First we require
sound scholarship, and this is not as easy to achieve as
the layman might think, since even scholars, who
must be musicians with a firmly based (preferably
practical) understanding of the technical and aesthetic
issues, are subject to the distorting effects of their
own taste (this can clearly be seen, for instance, in
Robert Donnington's pertinacious insistence, so
demonstrably contrary to the facts, that it would have
been impossible for any sensitive musician in the past
to have performed without vibrato). Secondly, we
need sensitive musicians of sufficient technical ability
and intellectual curiosity to undertake radically
experimental performances based on scholarly
hypotheses. And finally, perhaps most importantly, a
considerable amount of money is necessary to
undertake research of this kind; the scholars' time and
overheads must be funded, musicians paid, recordings
financed, the process documented, and the findings of
the research disseminated. As yet the financial support
has not been forthcoming. In a world where funding
for the arts and humanities is severely limited and
strongly competed for, it is hard to persuade the
bodies that distribute it of the legitimacy and
potential value of work for which there is, as yet, no
existing model.

Clive Brown is Professor of Applied Musicology at the University of Leeds. He is the author of numerous articles on
historical performing practice, and he performs regularly on the violin. His book Classical and Romantic Performing
Practices 1750-1900 was published by Oxford University Press in 1999 and has recently been reissued in paperback.

Beethoven's Violin Concerto Op. 61
and Joseph Joachim a Case Study in Performance Practice1
ROBIN STOWELL
Beethoven's Violin Concerto in D major Op. 61 was completed with some haste
and was coolly received at its premiere in Vienna on 23 December, 1806, given by
Franz Clement.2 The Austrian violinist's performance in the same concert of some
variations 'mit umgekehrter Violine' (with the violin upside down) evidently fared
somewhat better! Anecdote has it that the concerto received few performances
immediately thereafter, but Jakob Dont, in the preface to his edition of the work,
implies that it was performed rather more frequently in Beethoven's lifetime than
has generally been believed.3
Whatever the frequency of the concerto's
performance in its infancy, about forty years elapsed
before it gained a regular place in the violin repertory.
Despite notable performances by, among others,
Pierre Baillot in Paris during the inaugural season of
the Societe des Concerts du Conservatoire in 1828
and Henri Vieuxtemps in Vienna in 1833, the
concerto's first real champion was Joseph Joachim
(1831-1907). Joachim first performed it as a thirteenyear-old under the direction of his revered mentor
Felix Mendelssohn in London on 27 May, 1844,
receiving considerable critical acclaim. He later
adopted the work almost as his own, giving especially
significant performances under Robert Schumann's
direction in Berlin (1852) and Dtisseldorf (1853) and
causing Eugene Ysaye to remark in the mid-1880s
that his 'interpretation was as a mirror in which the
power of Beethoven was reflected'.4
Although any attempt to recreate the finer
detail of Joachim's interpretation of the concerto
would be purely speculative, it is possible to pinpoint
various characteristic features of his playing style,
evaluate the extent to which they complied with the
aesthetic of his time and how they differed from early
twentieth-century trends, and contemplate their
implementation in particular contexts in the work.
Help is at hand in a variety of pertinent source
materials, most notably Joachim and Moser's threevolume Violinschule (1902-05), which incorporates
Joachim's own edition of the concerto. Although
most of the first two volumes of this treatise's text was
written by Andreas Moser, Joachim's pupil and
biographer, it includes valuable observations on

Joachim's technical and interpretative priorities;
furthermore, as Joachim himself confirms, 'no
conclusion was arrived at, upon which we had not
mutually agreed'.5 The editions of significant violin
repertory that make up the third volume are largely
Joachim's work.6
In keeping with his artistic credo, Joachim's
edition of Beethoven's Violin Concerto is based on
the composer's manuscript. It includes remarkably
few differences of note or rhythm, but does
incorporate (in editorial parentheses) some additional
expressive markings and suggestions as to bowings.
There is also an edition of the work by one of
Joachim's pupils, Heinrich Dessauer, which includes
'Explanatory Remarks for Concert Performance With
Special Reference to the Artistic Conception of
Joseph Joachim'.7 The edition by one of Joachim's
mentors, Ferdinand David, also offers valuable
interpretative clues, as do also the editions and other
publications
by Joachim's
pupils,
notably
Leopold Auer, Jeno Hubay, Carl Flesch and Willy
Hess, even though these four represent a slightly later
performing aesthetic.
Countless contemporary critiques of Joachim's
performances, especially those of Beethoven's
concerto, also enter the equation. However, perhaps
our most significant sources are early recordings,
offering historical evidence that is arguably much
more complete than most printed materials. They
indicate more clearly than the written word what
performances actually sounded like, at least in the
recording studio, and provide a valuable key to
understanding both the development of modern

performance practice, and the practices of earlier
centuries'.8 Although there are no extant recordings
by Joachim of Beethoven's Violin Concerto, reference
to his few available recordings, made in 1903 not long
before his death, are very informative, despite both
their poor fidelity and the fact that they do not reflect
the quality of his playing in his prime. However, it is
doubtful if his style of playing changed appreciably
during his career, and it is likely that the striking
features of, for example, his recording of his own
Romance in C major in his seventy-third year - the
sonorous tone, the cantabile style, the sparing use of
vibrato, the occasional, somewhat slow portamenti,
the flexibility of pulse and the adoption of tempo
rubato - are replications of his earlier performing
aesthetic.9 Printed sources seem to support this
assumption.

Tone
Reviews of Joachim's playing are consistently
complimentary about the quality and variety of
Joachim's tone. From a purely technical standpoint, it
is difficult to understand how he actually managed to
achieve such a sonorous style, characterised by a
'flood of strength' and 'by virile energy rather than by
voluptuous roundness'.10 Carl Flesch, a former pupil,
was very critical of Joachim's bowing technique,
characterised by a very low upper right arm pressed
against the body and necessitating a highly angled
wrist. 11 Adolf von Menzel's famous portrait of
Joachim and Clara Schumann (1854) may involve
some artistic licence but seems to endorse Flesch's
criticism that it was cramped and unnatural and did
not facilitate the cultivation of tonal volume.12
Joachim's fingers were evidently close together and
perpendicularly placed on the bowstick almost at
their fingertips; a bow-change at the frog was
accomplished by a rotary wrist movement and stiff
fingers.13 This method may have fitted Joachim's
individual needs, enabling him to control the
dynamic nuances and subtle shadings of tone for
which he was renowned; however, in Flesch's words,
it was 'unnatural ... and not surprising that the
majority of the students thus maltreated contracted
arm troubles and, as violinists, became cripples
for life'.14
Nevertheless, tonal considerations were for
Joachim always the servant of the music. He did not
submit as a matter of course to the contemporary
trend of exploiting high positions for greater tonal
intensity or effect, especially if such a result were
likely to prove unfaithful to the composer's
intentions. For him, for example, the E string was
preferable to the higher positions of the A string in
passages such as 3/14-18 (See Ex. I). 13 As Dessauer
explains: 'In order that this passage may sound exactly
as bright and harmonious as before in the lower

Ex.1 Beethoven: Violin Concerto: 3rd.

Mposition [taken sul g], many violinists, among them
Joachim, play it entirely upon the E-string.' He points
out, though, that Joachim's fingering involves a
'disagreeable sliding from the third to the sixth
position', which can be avoided by adopting the more
common two-string approach.16
Joachim does take the una corda prescription
much further than Beethoven intended in Ex. 2a
(from bar 515 onwards); and he opts for the greater
sonority of the G string in bar 398 (Ex. 2b) in the
interests of cultivating the expressive, singing style of
his time. This cantabile style had been facilitated by
the 'seamless phrase' characteristics of theTourte bow,
developed in the 1780s, and the influence of the
Parisian violin school of Viotti and his
contemporaries. Geminiani's view that 'the art of
playing the violin consists in giving that instrument a
tone that shall in a manner rival the most perfect
human voice' was reinforced by numerous later
writers.17 Charles de Beriot, among other nineteenthcentury violinists, advocated the importance of
'imitating the accents of the human voice' in
performance; and Dessauer's edition of Beethoven's
Violin Concerto consistently emphasises the need for
cultivating the singing qualities of the instrument for
successful emulation of Joachim's performing style.18
Ex.2a Beethoven: Violin Concerto: 1st. movement, bars ,51 -18
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Such cantabile ideals are mirrored in many of
our printed sources by the addition of slurs to
Beethoven's text, and the increased use of portato,
broad detache and 'hooked' bow-strokes. They are
also confirmed by approaches to fingering, notably
those which imply the introduction of portamento."
In Ex. 3 the seamless phrase ideal is implied by
Beethoven's long slurs/phrase markings, one slur
extending over three whole bars (bars 93-5). In order
to realise such an effect, many editors suggest the
introduction of 'overlapping slurs' (indicated by
dotted slurs in Ex. 3) which traverse the beat for a

Ex.3 Beethoven: Violin Concerto: 1st. movement, bars 89-96
SOLO

smoother cantabile effect. Although such overlapping
slurring features prominently in Joachim's cantabile
style (as in Ex. 4), he surprisingly advocates changing
the bow on the first semiquaver of each bar in bars
93-6 (see Ex. 3), despite the advice in the Violinschule
that 'the descent from the highest note to the lowest
[in this passage] should occur without a single
hitch'.20

Vibrato
Joachim's recording of the Tempo di Borea (often
referred to as Bourree) of J. S. Bach's First Partita for
solo violin (BWV1002) and his unusual prescription
of vibrato verbally (pp sempre ma vibrato) and by
symbol in the central section of his arrangement of
Brahms's Hungarian Dance No. 4 (Ex. 5), evidently
Ex.5 Brahms (arr. Joachim): Hungarian Dance No. 4
Vivace
Si

^

to reproduce more closely the mannerisms of
Hungarian gypsy violinists, represent probably the
two extremes of his vibrato practice.21 Although
vibrato was 'not only employed for the beautifying of
notes of longer duration in slow movements, but also
in the fleeting course of passages that are to be rapidly
played', Joachim's use of the colouring in the Bourree
is restrained, in keeping with both the character of the
music and the prescriptions in most nineteenthcentury treatises.22 The incidence of long sustained
notes as the harmonic pillars of the quasiimprovisatory figuration in the opening Adagio of
Bach's G minor Solo Sonata (BWV1001) moves
Joachim to introduce some discernible vibrato
colouring.23 Such usage aligns with Joachim and
Moser's Violinschule, in which they warn against the
'habitual use' of vibrato, 'especially in the wrong
place,' recognising 'the steady tone as the ruling one'
and recommending vibrato 'only where the
expression seems to demand it'. 24 They concur
substantially with Spohr regarding its application,
even quoting him verbatim at times; and they
illustrate its introduction, which they stress is not

obligatory, in a verbal/vocal context. In keeping with
the verbal stresses of the German text in Ex. 6, they
record that vibrato 'must only occur, like a delicate
breath, on the notes under which the syllables "friih"
and "wie" are placed', thus leaving the vast proportion
of notes unadorned with the device.25 This is
supported by Sam Franko, who wrote: 'Joachim's
tone did not dazzle and flatter the hearer by means of
penetrating sensuousness. It was a tone whose limpid
beauty had a transcendental quality. His playing was
spiritualised and etherealised'.26
Recordings also reveal that Joachim's vibrato
oscillation, originating largely from the fingers, varied
considerably, if within a fairly narrow range; however,
it was normally small and sometimes barely
discernible, even on long notes or in cantabile
passages, resulting in a rather 'flat' sound quality. His
edition of Beethoven's concerto seems consistent with
this observation, because its various editorial
harmonics and open strings would have sounded
unpleasantly incongruous if combined with anything
like a continuous or even frequent vibrato. Joachim's
vibrato usage in his performances of Beethoven's
Violin Concerto would certainly have been more
liberal than in his recording of Bach's Bourree, but
radically different from, say, that of Fritz Kreisler, who
first recorded the work in 1926. Kreisler employed
vibrato less selectively and more as a constant
ingredient of good tone-production than as an
expressive colouring, and his wider, pulsating
oscillations involved the use of the left arm as well as
the fingers and hand.27

Portamento
The so-called 'artistic shift', normally involving a
position-change incorporating portamento, was
commonly used in legato contexts. It helped: to shape
the melodic line vocally by emphasising structurally
important or expressive notes; to intensify the
emotional expression; and to preserve tone-colour
within the musical phrase. It was known and
occasionally employed
by
eighteenth-century
violinists, but it came into its own as an essential
expressive device from the early-nineteenth century.
Little is known about Beethoven's views on
portamento usage. Clive Brown has discovered one
echt fingering in Beethoven's own quintet
arrangement of his Piano Trio Op. 1 no. 3 that
suggests that the composer may sometimes have felt
the effect to be appropriate (Ex. 7a).28 Beethoven also,
apparently, intended it in the finale of his Violin
Sonata Op. 96 (Ex. 7b) - he wrote the sonata for Rode
whose prominent use of portamento is well

Ex.7a Beethoven: Piano Trio Op.1 No.3

Ex.10 Brahms (arr. Joachim n Hun^rim] Dance No. 1

F.x.7b Beethoven (ed. Joachim): Violin Sonata Op. 96, 4th. movement
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documented. Joachim's fingerings for Beethoven's
concerto confirm that he regarded portamento as an
extremely important aesthetic resource; some
examples of its use are given as Exs. 8a and b

(asterisked). Surprisingly, though, he does not
advocate a portamento fingering for the emotional

core of the slow movement (bar 45 in Ex. 9) - his
fingerings imply rather more discreet slides, e.g. on
the last beat of bar 43 and the first beat of bar 44
(asterisked) - where the likes of his mentor David, and
his pupils Hubay and Flesch and numerous others
have no hesitation in recommending the effect.
Clearly, as with vibrato, Joachim admitted
sparing, calculated use of portamento. This is borne
out by his recording of his arrangement of Brahms'
Hungarian Dance No. 1, in which the Hungarian
gypsy idiom encourages from Joachim a variety of
interpretations of the recurrent dotted rhythm of the
opening figure but inspires rather fewer portamenti
than one might expect.30 The slides are generally fast,
but some are exaggerated and, contrary to theoretical
writings, occur between and within slurs, as indicated
in Ex. 10. Joachim's use of portamento was evidently
equally, if not more prominent in the Second
Hungarian Dance, if his recommended fingerings are
reliable guides; those in Ex. 11 are confirmed in his

recording.
Interestingly, though, Joachim did not
consistently practise in his recordings what he
endorsed in his printed fingerings. In his recording of
F\. 1 1 Bnihnis UIIT. Joachim! Hungarian Dance No. 2
Allegru mm assai

his Romance, for example, he clearly shifts down to
an open string with a discernible slide, an effect that
was disliked by many nineteenth-century theorists,
including Joachim and Moser themselves! That
Joachim's portamenti were generally carefully
calculated is attested by his common use of finger
extension to avoid shifts and hence portamento
opportunities, sometimes with a view to preserving
uniformity of tone-colour (see Ex. 8a (bar 100 into
101); Ex. 22 (bar 153); Ex. 12b (bar 137));
nevertheless, there are many places where, when a
particular phrase or passage necessitates a shift,
Joachim indicates a fingering likely to produce a

discernible slide rather than a clean shift. In many
such instances, however, the potential portamento
probably tells us more about the contemporary
tolerance of audible shifting than about any deliberate
expressive intention (See Exs. 3 and 13 (asterisked)).
Joachim frequently employs the characteristic
nineteenth-century technique of playing notes which
extend above or below the hand's current position by
taking them out of position through repetition of the
previous finger (i.e. the use of 1-1-1 or 4-4-4). This
ploy may or may not have portamento implications.

Furthermore, he often employed semitone shifts (i.e.
using the same finger for a pair of notes a semitone
apart); these might also imply a 'gliding' effect (see,
for example, Ex. 8b), as could also Joachim's
fingerings for the numerous passages in octaves in
Beethoven's concerto. In agreement with Spohr,
Joachim and Moser support the use of portamento in
the production of harmonics, one of the few
occasions on which they allow an L-portamento
(involving sliding with the leaving finger). However,
'the use of the portamento must never overstep the
limits of the beautiful and degenerate into a whine, as
if the intention were to caricature the peculiarities of
certain wandering street musicians'.31
Joachim and Moser advise that 'it will depend
entirely on the character of the passage in question
whether the portamento is to be executed slowly or
quickly, with tenderness or with passion'.32 They
warn strongly against abusing the device and caution
that shifts should 'not impinge on the consciousness'
of the listener. Flesch found 'offensive' Joachim's
frequent, generally slow portamenti with crescendo;33
however, although Joachim's recordings do not
exclude frequent, perceptible and sometimes very
obtrusive shifts, his introduction of portamenti was
aligned with 'what takes place in singing when the
slur is placed over two notes which are meant to be
sung on one syllable; the portamento occurring when
a change of bow and position is simultaneously made
corresponds to what happens when a singer for the
sake of musical expression connects two notes, on the
second of which a new syllable is sung'.34 It appears to
have been far more economical than that of Spohr or
David, and his portamenti were almost exclusively of
the B-type (i.e. involving sliding with the beginning
finger).

Beethoven, their use is recommended in varying
quantities by many nineteenth-century editors for
expressive or technical reasons, whether to avoid
formal shifts, to assist in making a shift, or to avoid
awkward string crossings. Joachim and his
contemporaries again took the lead from Spohr.
Although conservative about the employment of
harmonic effects because of their lack of tonal affinity
with stopped notes, Spohr did allow their limited
introduction, 'chiefly in order to make one single note
stand out more clearly than the others, for example
the final note of ascending scales or broken chords'.36
Examples of Joachim's employment of
harmonics in Beethoven's concerto include use of the
effect to follow an implicit portamento (Ex. 12b, bar
142) or to offer greater security in double stopping
(Ex. 14, bar 236). The soft, expressive sound quality
of natural harmonics often provided just the desired
effect (Ex. 15); it also crowned the 'top-notes' of a
scale or arpeggio passage, provided that no intensity

of expression was desired (Ex. 14), or offered a natural
change in timbre for the second of a pair of repeated
notes (Ex. 9, bars 46-7). Incidentally, Joseph Szigeti

expresses disapproval of Joachim's use of a harmonic
for the second g1 in Ex. 9. Further, he abhors the
abuse of harmonics by many of his predecessors and
remarks that the bad old days of Ex. 16 (the two
harmonics in bars 522 and 523), advocated by,
among others, Joachim, 'seem to be over, happily!'37

Bowing
Editions of Beethoven's Violin Concerto

differ

Open Strings and Harmonics
Joachim's edition of Beethoven's concerto also
includes a strikingly large number of indications of
open strings and natural harmonics. His use of open
strings is very much in line with that of David and
Spohr; but it is sharply at odds with the conventional
eighteenth-century attitude. Leopold Mozart,
Reichardt and others avoided open strings whenever
possible and claimed that they should be used only for
notes of short duration.35
A similar attitude reigned in respect of
harmonics. Although harmonics are not specified by

radically in respect of slurring and articulation. This
may not be surprising, given the often confusing state
of Beethoven's autograph. Moser's account of
Viennese violin playing traditions suggests that
Beethoven did not intend his bowings and
articulations to be any more than rough guidelines.38
He discusses the so-called 'Paganini' bowing, with its
challenging articulated single notes and slurred pairs
(Ex. 12a), and remarks: 'Certainly Joachim told me

that already during his time of study with Joseph
Bohm the opinion was widespread among the
Viennese violinists that Franz Clement, at the first
performance of the Beethoven Violin Concerto ...
had already used the aforesaid bowing at the following
place in the first movement.' There is no better
example of a passage on whose bowing
performers/editors almost always beg to differ than
that in bars 134-43 of the first movement, in which
this Paganini bowing is often introduced. Joachim's
prescriptions (Ex. 12b) comply neither with our
Beethoven sources nor with a number of other
nineteenth-century editions, notably those of David
and Dont.
Among the most controversial features of
Joachim's bowing indications is his employment of
dots and, occasionally, horizontal lines under slurs,
which were open to a wide range of interpretation
both then and now. Where Beethoven himself used
dots under slurs he undoubtedly intended to indicate
portato bowing - notes taken in the same stroke
played fairly broadly but with a slight articulation
between each (Exs. 13 and 17). However, dots under
slurs were also used during the early nineteenth
century to imply sharp separation of notes by means
of a succession of very short up- or, more rarely,
Ex.17 Beethoven: Violin Concerto: 1st. movement, bars 164-71

nineteenth
century
is
verified
by
some
correspondence between Joachim and Brahms.40 In
the first bar of Ex. 20a David added dots under the
slur, indicating up-bow staccato; evidently taking
Hx.2() Beethoven: Violin Sonata in Ek Op. 12 No. 3, Allegro eon spirito

Beethoven's portato notation in the third bar to
indicate the same bowstroke, he modified it
accordingly. Joachim, whose letter to Brahms shows
that he was aware of Beethoven's intention, reverted
to the original notation for this passage (Ex. 20b).
Nevertheless, in the Violin Concerto Joachim
preserves Beethoven's dots at some 'natural' portato
spots; but he does suggest alternative lines (and
sometimes dots above and lines below the notes) at
some other appropriate points in the slow movement,
(e.g. bars 49 & 51 of Ex. 9).
Largely on account of the Tourte bow's greater
length and weight, 'hooked' bowings, involving
articulation of two notes within the same bow-stroke,
often proved more comfortable and convenient and
came into their own in Beethoven's finale (Ex. 21).
They also helped to eliminate the up-bow accents that
might result from the use of separate bow-strokes.
The mid-nineteenth century was the age of the
virtuoso. This was reflected in violin playing not only
by left-hand pyrotechnics but also by the use of a
Ex.21 Beethoven: Violin Concerto: 3rd. movement, bars 120-35

down-bows produced towards the point of the bow
by a series of pressures of the hand (usually referred to
as slurred staccato). Joachim specifies this bow-stroke,
for instance, in Exs. 18 and 19.
As Clive Brown has pointed out, one of
Joachim's mentors, Ferdinand David, appears not
always to have understood Beethoven's dots under
39
David sometimes retained
slurs as portato.
F,\. 18 Beethoven: Violin G

Beethoven's notation and sometimes changed it into
lines under slurs, a method of indicating portato that
was just gaining acceptance by violinists at that time.
That there was confusion over this matter in the mid-

wider range of bow-strokes, many of which exploited
the qualities of greater strength, elasticity, hair
tension, legato potential, more immediate attack and
various other characteristics of the Tourte bow. One
of the most important conflicts of opinion focused on
the appropriateness of off-string versus on-string
bowing, particularly in passages of successive
detached notes in a moderate to fast tempo. The
notation of the time is rarely sufficiently precise to
indicate composers' intentions, and bowing practices
varied according to teacher-pupil background, and
national and local taste. One might surmise, for
example, that an on-string bowing with as long a
stroke as possible would be most appropriate to the
character of Beethoven's concerto for most passages of
detached notes. Furthermore, a strong tradition
existed among violinists of the first half of the

nineteenth century that springing bow-strokes, except
in a few rare circumstances, were inappropriate and
unauthentic in the music of Classical German
composers. Spohr-pupil Alexander Malibran recounts
his mentor's restrictions regarding the use of
springing bowings, claiming that they may be
employed 'only in certain passages, in certain scherzos
of Beethoven, Onslow and Mendelssohn'.41
Joachim seems to have been among the earliest
German violinists to employ and advocate various
kinds of springing (i.e. off-string) bow-strokes in
Classical compositions. The story goes that as a
twelve-year-old he had sought Mendelssohn's
guidance about introducing such bowing in his
interpretation of certain Classical compositions and
had received the advice to use it, 'where it is suitable,
or where it sounds well'.42 Joachim clearly took that
advice, introducing springing bowing at least four
times in his recording of the Bourree of Bach's B
minor Partita and approving the fact that spiccato
bowing then played a much greater role than the
martele in the performance of Classical and Romantic
as well as modern repertoire.43 Thus, Joachim may
well have used springing bowing in his Beethoven
concerto performances. Dessauer suggests that the
piano semiquavers in 1/190 should be played with
'jumping bow' after Joachim's example; further, that
these 'jumping strokes' 'should be exchanged for the
usual decided (i.e. on-string?) bowing' for the ensuing
crescendo and forte.44
For the ornamental triplet passage-work
starting at 1/315 Joachim adds the direction 'legg. ma
non troppo spiccato'. This would seem to equate with
the kind of 'flaky spiccato' \flockig-Spiccato] that he
and Moser advocated for the figurations of the E
minor melody in the second section of Beethoven's
Romance in G major.45 As Dessauer confirms, 'While
very clear and distinct the staccati therein are not
detached too sharply; [play] with more smoothness
and singing quality than brilliancy'.46
In bar 151 of the first movement of
Beethoven's Violin Concerto, the triplet passage (Ex.
18) is played by most violinists nowadays very broadly
and on the string. It is indicated by Joachim and
Dessauer to be taken in one stroke, slurred staccato.
Dessauer remarks: 'Not infrequently this staccato is
executed by many artists with springing (spiccato)
bowing; at any rate it is to be performed lightly and
elegantly'.47
Marion Scott sums up Joachim's bowing skills
especially vividly in her centenary tribute to the
master:
In broad playing he used every atom of
bow length, and gave an impression of
illimitability. His detache was noble: his
staccato of several kinds. I do not
remember hearin
him use the
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extremely light French style, but
otherwise I think he had every grade of
staccato between a hammer stroke and
the even-wrist springing bow ... His
special staccato, however, I never heard
from anyone else - a round, beautiful,
flexible thing ... with the weight and
balance obtained from the kind where
the bow remains on the string, yet with
the resilience and sparkle of the
springing bow. This staccato was
particularly beautiful when used in
combination with slurred notes and
with that wonderful rubato within the
bar of which Joachim was the
consummate master.

Accentuation
Faithful accentuation and, in some cases,
prolongation of important notes within the phrase for
expressive emphasis were important elements in
nineteenth-century performance. Some interesting
rhythmic modifications of the notated rhythms often
resulted, as are clearly evident in early recordings, not
least Joachim's of his own Romance. Earlier theorists
such as C. P. E. Bach and Turk had related this
prolongation or agogic accent to rhetoric, for it was
used to heighten the Affekt, just as an orator
emphasises particular words in speech.
In their Violinschule Joachim and Moser
distinguish between 'melodic accent' and 'rhythmic
accent'. 'Melodic accent' referred to particular
melodic or tonal emphases.49 Many editors, including
Joachim in his edition of Beethoven's Violin
Concerto, highlighted some of the notes appropriate
for melodic accent, or an 'imperceptible dwelling',30
with a horizontal line above or below. Thus, in Ex. 22
the melodic solo counterpoint calls for agogic accents
as it 'frames' the orchestral theme (marked, somewhat
inconsistently, in bars 158 and 160), especially on
notes 'borrowed' from the theme or closely related to
it." The Joachim recordings reveal that subtle
dynamics, and occasionally the 'messa-di-voce' were
also employed as forms of'melodic accent'. A number
of pertinent examples are evident, for example, in

Joachim's recording of his Romance.
'Rhythmic accent' involved largely the
hierarchy of the beats of the bar, with the main
stresses being placed on strong beats, particularly the
first of each bar. It was traditionally applied through
the rule of down bow, which accommodated notes of
rhythmic stress in the stronger down stroke; however,
the Tourte bow's greater equality of attack between
the up- and down-bows led to a less 'mannered'
approach to bowing in the nineteenth century and
Joachim, like Spohr and David before him, tended to
execute scale and arpeggio passages so that the final
note was taken with an up-bow flourish, often
irrespective of whether that up-bow coincided with an
accented beat of the bar (see Ex. 23).52
Ex. 24 from the finale also introduces what is
often called 'counter-clockwise' bowing (from bar 68)
that is contrary to the rule of down bow. The up-bowon-strong-beat version prescribed here by Joachim,
among others, certainly facilitates dexterity in
executing the string-changes and a Tourte-model bow
can convey the rhythmic accent perfectly
satisfactorily.

bar or phrase rather than spoil it by making up the
time into a metronomic bar.'54 This second type of
rubato thus involved a somewhat greater rhythmic
elasticity, allowing flexibility to the whole musical
texture, not just to a melodic line.
Interestingly, Beethoven himself wrote out a
passage involving dislocation of the expected metrical
accents in the slow movement of his Violin Concerto
(Ex. 25), the soloist freely shadowing the orchestral
melody in syncopation. Most of the other brief passages
in the same movement which lie outside its rhythmic
structure either prescribe or imply an 'improvisatory' ad
libitum interpretation. Hanslick, incidentally, praised
Joachim's 'free, deeply emotional performance of the
adagio (which almost sounded like an improvisation)'."
Curiously, some nineteenth-century editors have felt the
need to write out some of these passages painstakingly
in a rhythmic form, often implying an interpretation
Ex.25 Beethoven: Violin Concetto: 2nd. movt
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Tempo rubato
The chief means of rhythmic freedom for expressive
melodic effect was tempo rubato. In Beethoven's time
this normally involved a natural flexibility of the
prescribed rhythm within a constant tempo, after
which the ensemble was restored. Moser tells us that
Joachim's rubato usage was influenced initially by
Mendelssohn, 'who so perfectly understood the
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apparently quite contrary to the composer's intentions.
Joachim and Moser explain soemwhat poetically their
reason for doing so in respect of Ex. 26: 'In order to give
full effect to the peaceful mood which should
undoubtedly reign here, the quavers printed in small
notes that throw themselves, like tendrils, from one
crotchet to another, must not be played too quickly.
One must endeavour to obtain the time necessary for
their quiet and unhurried performance by diminishing
the value of the preceding crotchet by almost one half'.16
Ex.26 Beethoven: Violin O

elastic management of time as a subtle means of
expression', but 'always liked to see the uniform
tempo of a movement preserved as a whole'.53 A later
influence on Joachim was, of course, Brahms. Clara
Schumann's pupil, Fanny Davies, left us an
important reminiscence of Brahms's piano playing,
which took elasticity of tempo rather further than
that implied by Mendelssohn and Spohr. She reports
that Brahms's interpretation was free, very elastic and
expansive, but with a balance of fundamental and
surface rhythms. 'He would linger not on one note
alone, but on a whole idea, as if unable to tear himself
away from its beauty. He would prefer to lengthen a

Flexibility of tempo/pulse
From about the 1840s to the 1870s Wagner was a
dominant force as a conductor throughout Europe.
Based on the expressive requirements of his music, he
believed that flexibility of tempo and rhythm, or
'tempo modification' as he called it, was a prerequisite for appropriate interpretation of most music
from Beethoven onwards.57 Since every theme had its
own optimum tempo which, in theory, was retained
11

consistently throughout a movement, tempo
differentiations tended to highlight significant
structural landmarks. Thus, differing stable tempos
were matched to stable thematic and harmonic areas
in a movement, while tonally unstable areas were
marked by changing tempos. Large unstable areas,
like the development and coda of a sonata-form
movement, often featured accelerating tempos to
heighten tension and drama.
Brahms, Joachim and their followers probably

most conscientious the passing mood will induce
slight deviations of tempo..'62 The general advice given
in his Violinschule, following that of Spohr, is that
acceleration or retardation of tempo to increase the
expression should be employed in moderation so as
not to misrepresent the character of the piece.63
'Unless one wishes to foolishly destroy the unity of a
piece by breaking it up into separate parts, one must
avoid springing at once into a tempo essentially
different from the original, should a "tranquillo"

Table 1: Beethoven: Violin Concerto, first movement

Kreisler, cond. L. Blech (rec. 1926)
Szigeti, cond. Walter (rec. 1932)
Huberman, cond. Szell (rec. 1936)
Kreisler, cond. Barbirolli (rec. 1936)
Kulenkampff cond. Schmidt-Isserstedt (rec. 1 936)
Heifetz, cond. Toscanini (rec. 1 940)
Menuhin, cond. Klemperer (rec. 1966)
I. Oistrakh, cond. D. Oistrakh (rec. c.1971)
Szeryng, cond. Haitink (rec. 1 973)
Grumiaux, cond. C. Davis (rec. 1 974)
Zukerman, cond. Barenboim (rec. c. 1977)
treated tempo modification with rather more restraint
than Wagner, but nevertheless used it effectively, in
order to avoid the 'deadly dullness' of a 'metronomic'
performance.58 Brahms's conducting score of his
Requiem evidently contains many annotations in his
hand for speeding up or holding back the tempo, and
he discussed in correspondence with Joachim the
tempo modifications that he had written into the
score of his Fourth Symphony.59 Joachim's recording
of the opening Adagio of Bach's G minor Solo Sonata
(BWV1001) testifies to his effective use of variation of
the pulse in realising the movement's quasiimprovisational fantasia-like qualities.60
Joachim's recorded account of his Romance
reveals a similar degree of tempo fluctuation and it is
probable that he would not have changed his
approach that much in his performances of
Beethoven's concerto; at least, Robert Philip's
research into early recordings confirms that it was
certainly usual in the 1920s and 1930s for performers
to underline contrasts of mood and tension by
changes of tempo, lyrical and reflective passages
generally being played more slowly and energetic
passages especially being played more quickly.
Information from his revealing table of tempo
differences in the opening fifty bars of selected
recordings of Beethoven's Concerto is reproduced as
Table I.61 However, Joachim himself provides only
one metronome marking (crotchet = 116) for this
movement and claims that his markings correspond
with his 'own feeling in the matter, and are therefore
not arbitrary. Experience shows us that even with the
12

crotchet =

bars

bars

bars

1-9

28-41
128
132
120
120
120

43-50
112
112
116

108
96
108
108
108
116
104
100
108

96
104

124
108
104
112

116
116
124
104
108
110

112
112

110
112

happen to occur in the course of the movement. For
the word "tranquillo" does not refer so much to the
actual time-measure as to the kind of expression to be
employed ... Of ten violinists who perform the
Mendelssohn concerto, certainly nine play the theme
marked "tranquillo" in the first movement [bar 127]
not only with calm expression (as a contrast to the
impassioned character of the piece as a whole), but
also in a considerably slower tempo than that
indicated at the beginning. With the time dragged in
this way there comes to the fore a sickly, sugary feeling
which has nothing in common with the theme, and
still less with the view of the composer ... a welltempered calando, before the entrance of the
woodwind, is quite sufficient.' This Mendelssohn
example has possible implications for Joachim's
interpretation of the meditative G minor section in
the first movement of Beethoven's Violin Concerto
(from bar 321). Joachim here adds the descriptor
'espr. ma teneramente', suggesting a more expressive,
gentle atmosphere and arguably a slightly slower
tempo, even though, in the words of Joachim and
Moser, any 'difference in tempo should be effected so
that it is hardly perceptible'.64 Dessauer confirms this
more relaxed attitude to tempo in this section of the
movement: 'The performance of this expressive part is
to be brought about more through warm and deeplyfelt interpretation, than through great tonal volume.
After the last eighth-note of the second bar, it is
permissible to indulge in an imaginary pause, just as
though the player, to express his innermost feelings,
finds it necessary to breathe once more. Naturally

such liberties in interpretation demand great care and
absolutely no exaggeration.'65

Rhythmic Freedom
The evidence of early recordings reveals that violinists
of Joachim's generation executed notated rhythms
with a considerable degree of licence. Dotted
rhythms, for example, were sometimes executed in a
quasi-overdotted fashion, while other rhythmic
prescriptions tended to be played in a flexible and
somewhat approximate manner involving varying
degrees of alteration. Joachim's recording of his
Romance is especially significant in this respect,
demonstrating that his rhythmic flexibility extended
even to his own prescriptions.66 Donald Tovey is
reported to have written about Joachim's 'inimitable
... moulding of... phrases', which 'consists of slight
modifications of the strict metronomic value of the
notes, together with slight variations of power such as
no marks of expression could convey'.67 In such subtle
rhythmic modification 'there is a feeling of resilience,
of rebound, in the sequence of the notes, a constant
and perfect restoration of balance between pressure
and resistance taking place, as an indiarubber ball
resumes its original shape after being pressed'. The
fact that such flexibility is not especially evident in
Joachim's recording of the Bourree of Bach's B Minor
Solo Partita suggests that his use of the ploy may have
depended on the type of work to be performed. While
it is certainly possible that Joachim would have
included some rhythmic alteration as part of his
spontaneous reading of Beethoven's Violin Concerto,
it seems unlikely that gross rhythmic variants would
have been introduced, as these would have been
contrary to his principle of fidelity to the composer.
In any case, no published musical documentation is
available to enable us to assess the extent of such
flexibility of approach as it might have been applied
to Beethoven's printed text.

the finale may well have resembled more closely
mordents. Joachim would doubtless have been
faithful to Beethoven's upper-note beginning to the
trill prescribed in 2/14. Except in some stepwise
descending passages or, for example, cases where the
trilled note is followed by another note on the same
degree, Joachim normally concluded his trills with a
turn or some other termination, whether or not one
was prescribed, because such an interpretation seemed
to him 'more natural and beautiful'.69 Thus, for
example, at bar 147 in the first movement Joachim
adds a termination to the trill that gives impulse to
the semiquaver link to significant thematic material
(Ex. 18); bar 1/421 provides a similar example; and at
the end of the successions of trills in bars 1/205-17
and 1/479-91 he inserts a d#3 and g#2 respectively to
round off each passage prior to the ensuing
descending scalic figure (Ex. 27a). Beethoven himself
prescribes terminations to trills at 1/330, 2/52-3,
3/272 and 3/310, but Joachim adds a termination
also in 2/24, 3/92 and 3/292 (Ex. 27b). Joachim's
trills were praised as being 'incomparable for purity
and equality'.70
Joachim normally performed what he called
the 'short appoggiatura' (acciaccatura), so prominent
in Beethoven's concerto (Exs. 3 and 28; also at 1/8992; l/126ff; 3/219 and 3/223), 'as short as possible,
i.e., it should be impossible to tell whether the time
necessary for its execution comes from the main note
that follows or from the preceding one'. 71 One
imagines that he would have taken steps to make
somewhat more melodic the short appoggiaturas in
2/25-6 and the three-note coule prescribed by
Beethoven in 2/66, 2/68 and 2/82.72 He suggests that
such ornaments, as with turns, 'must not in any way
be struck forcibly, but must be gently attached to the

Ornamentation
The third volume of Joachim and Moser's
Violinschule devotes about fourteen pages to issues of
ornamentation, focusing largely on eighteenthcentury music and the recommendations of Quantz,
Leopold Mozart, C. P. E. Bach, Tartini and others.
Nevertheless, the comments on the execution of trills,
turns and 'short appoggiaturas' have particular
relevance to Joachim's interpretation of Beethoven's
Violin Concerto. Joachim normally began his trills
'with the essential [main] note', commencing them
'with the upper degree [only] when this is expressly
demanded by an appoggiatura'.68 Thus, for example,
the trills at 1/143, l/205ff 1/329-30, 1/416, l/479ff,
2/24, 2/52-3, 2/78, 2/91, 3/92, 3/269ff, 3/280ff and
3/309-10 would almost certainly have been
interpreted as main-note trills, while the execution of
the two quick trills included in the principal theme of

principal note ... the rapidity of this embellishment
must be determined by the character of the piece and
its tempo73 The turns at 1/131, 1/342, 1/443-4 and
3/143-5 were doubtless comfortably executed while
preserving the fundamental rhythms prescribed, but
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Joachim takes pains to spell out his optimum
interpretation of the more problematical turns in
1/173 (Ex. 29). However, having discussed guidelines
13

for specific ornamentation at some length, Moser has
to admit that 'rules in art, no matter from whom they
proceed, provide no arguments that cannot be
overthrown; it is much more essential to know when
and where they should be employed - and when and
where avoided!'74

Cadenzas
Beethoven allows opportunity for a cadenza in each
of the three movements of his Violin Concerto;
however, although he wrote four cadenzas for his
piano adaptation of the work, he provided none for
the original violin version. Appropriately enough, the
violin cadenzas by the concerto's greatest champions,
Joachim and Kreisler, are the most often played. Of
Joachim's two sets of cadenzas, the second is
somewhat easier and more accessible, but the first has
provided the challenge for most converts to
Ex.29 Beethoven: Violin Concert

ment. bars 173-4

Joachim's work. Its seventy-six-bar, first-movement
cadenza admirably combines extempore qualities
with pertinent thematic material and sustains the
predominantly lyrical character of the movement.
The timpani motif and, to a lesser extent, the
dramatic gestures of 1/28 and the solo entry
dominate the first section (bars 1-40); then follows
an effective, con delicatezza development of the
timpani motif, mostly in left-hand pizzicato, and the
second theme in the triplet rhythm of the soloist's
accompaniment at 1/41-51. Much of the rest of the
cadenza is built around the soloist's entry at 1/89 and
its related passage-work. A fortissimo descending
chromatic scale in octaves (bars 63-4) heralds a
dramatic return of the timpani motif (bars 65-9 and
74-6), which, together with further reminiscences of
passage-work from the First Solo (bars 71-4), leads
into Beethoven's coda. The first set's cadenza for the
Larghetto incorporates Beethoven's prescribed sixnote lead-in early on, but continues by developing
the third theme (2/65-70) before proceeding to a trill
on the dominant and a chromatic ascent to the rondo
theme's anacrusis. Joachim's favoured cadenza for
the finale comprises largely an elaboration of the
principal theme but it also incorporates some skilful
two-part counterpoint, focusing throughout on the
realisation of his artistic principles.

Joachim is often credited with inaugurating a
new era in performance, one which fostered the art of
interpretation. As Carl Flesch wrote, 'technique and
pure sound were to him only a secondary means ...
towards the sacred artistic aim'.''5 His sensitivity to
14

historical fidelity and his cautious respect for the
composer's intentions within the performance
aesthetic of his time76 heralded a new type of artist,
one who was willing to submerge his own personality
into the work of another composer, eager to serve the
cause of music through his own musicianship 'Music first, and then the virtuoso', as Leopold Auer
expressed it.77 The success with which he achieved his
goal made him one of the most revered performers of
his time, 'the musical conscience of Europe incorruptible and uncompromising in musical
quality, textual fidelity and artistic integrity'. 8
While it is, of course, impossible to express in
words any truly accurate idea of what Joachim's
performance of Beethoven's Violin Concerto was like,
musicians of his time were adamant that his principal
goal was to convey 'the inner meaning of the work
under his bow'.79 In a similar analogy to that of Ysaye,
quoted earlier, Moser claimed that Joachim's fidelity
to the composer was such that the composer 'speaks to
us through him' and that his interpretation might be
compared to 'a mirror, which, held before an object,
reflects it in its unclouded purity and truth'. 80
Joachim's studies with Joseph Bohm in the early 1840s
gave him an indirect link with Beethoven.81 Amy Fay
wrote of Joachim that it was 'like revealing Beethoven
in the flesh, to hear him', and it is small wonder that a
respected nineteenth-century critic claimed, following
one of Joachim's performances of Beethoven's Violin
Concerto, 'it is not Joachim who played Beethoven
yesterday. Beethoven himself did play'.82
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